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the Victor and World's Greatest Music labels from 1936 through 1942, w1th one add1t1onal Victor record1ng from 1945 Wh1le 
the recordings he made during this period with such legendary soloists as Rachmaninov, Kreisler, Heifetz, Feuermann, 
Rubinstein, Flagstad, Melchior and others have deservedly remained in the catalog for decades, this series will locus on his 
purely orchestral recordings, which have been rather overlooked in reissues. No remade versions of the Telemann and Mozart 
works in this release ever appeared during the conductor's long career, and only the Beethoven ever received an "official" 
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extended play reissue from RCA, on a Camden LP. 

Ormandy's forays into the Baroque repertoire during this period centered around Bach transcriptions arranged by Lucien 
Cailliet (collected on Pristine PASC 444 and 532), although he and the orchestra did record the second and third Brandenburg 
Concertos anonymously for World's Greatest Music, forthcoming in this series. The Telemann work, which is reminiscent of 
Bach's more well-known Suite in B minor for Flute and Strings, is a showpiece for the Philadelphia's principal flute, William 
Kincaid, who joined the orchestra in 1921 and stayed just long enough to welcome Stokowski back in 1960. ln an early nod to 
Historically lnformed Performance, an ensemble of 29 players including a harpsichord continuo was used for this recording, 
although some changes to the text were made in the edition employed (shortening the ending of the Ouverture, playing only 
the second Minuet and moving the Réjouissance to the end, probably to make it structured more like Bach's suite, which 
concludes with a fast Badinerie). Twice during the 1950s, Columbia re-recorded the work for an LP issue that never 
materialized, leaving this the sole Ormandy version. 

The Mozart Divertimento which follows on our program is probably the rarest of ail of Ormandy's Philadelphia 78s due to the 
way it was originally packaged, as two 10-inch dises and a 12-inch dise, the last of which is almost invariably found broken in the 
album. lt was a work to which Ormandy never returned in the studio. The Beethoven symphony is seldom found for a 
different reason: Ormandy had the bad timing to record it nine months before Toscanini made his own much-admired set with 
the BBC Symphony, which appeared on the same HMV/Victor labels. Like the Mengelberg/New York Philharmonie account 
which it was intended to replace in the catalog, it ran to eight sides in order to include the first movement repeat, making it 
somewhat less competitive to record buyers who could purchase Weingartner's repeat-free version (made the same month as 
Toscanini's) on six sides. 

Sibelius was one of Ormandy's specialties throughout his career. He had already recorded the First Symphony in Minneapolis 
on ten sides, but re-made the set only six years later in Philadelphia on eight longer sides in a somewhat faster (but not by 
much!) reading. The recordings of the three tone poems were done for an album celebrating the composer's 75th birthday. 
Although he was tore-record Finlandia and The Swan af Tuanela several more times over his career, Ormandy only returned to 
Lemminkdinen's Return on dise for his two complete recordings of the Lemminkdinen Suite (the earlier of which is on PASC 
205). As commentator Edward Johnson points out, Ormandy adds tam-tam strokes in the nine bars before Letter P of the 
Return, an addition to the score also employed by Beecham in his earlier recording. The Enescu was another work Ormandy 
had previously recorded in Minneapolis, the earlier version on four 10-inch sides. Here, the conductor was able to fit it on two 
rather long 12-inch sides in a performance, like that of Lemminkdinen's Return, of incredible speed and immense excitement. 
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